AN ESCAPADE TO THE SUMMIT OF
SPLENDOR IN VAIL, COLORADO
by ANNA CONSTANTINO

EAKING
I
gaze out the window, a dreamlike blanket of snow sweeping the
mountain tops, my unadulterated enthusiasm heightening as
we descend over Colorado. A smooth flight amidst the Rockies
lands us on the outskirts of Vail, which envelops world-class
skiing, postcard worthy mountains, and the best hot cocoa
in existence. Flurries from above grace our arrival as we hop
into a taxi and head towards Vail’s charming alpine villages.

A craving for the cold–rather, a longing for snow, sparked this “cabinweekend” despite my relative inability to ski without tumbling
and lack of warm garments living in my closet. Nevertheless, my
agent at Santa Barbara Travel Bureau reassured me that if there was
a time to go to Vail, it’s now; the ski season is at its prime, and an
incoming storm would promise pristine powder (even for a novice).
The taxi twists and turns up the hills approaching Homestake Circle,
arriving at our home away from home: a dreamy contemporary
five-bedroom chalet on the Vail Golf Course. The property is listed
with Pacaso, a real estate company that offers impeccably decorated
split-ownership second homes in the most desirable destinations.
We step through the doors and up the staircase, which pours us out
into the panoramic living room. The warm hearth blazes beside a
gargantuan wood centerpiece. The wow-factor is unparalleled. I set
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A desire to explore beyond Vail’s quaint villages
for sunset brings us to the valet, where our
trusty steed–a tundra-white Mercedes G-Class
house car–awaits us. We wind through towering
red rocks, pit-stopping along the way to
explore Glenwood Springs and make friends
with a hospitable raft of ducks. We catch the
changing sky on the road and return in time
to squeeze in a jacuzzi session before dinner
at on-property steakhouse Flame Restaurant.

Pacaso Property

“GOLDEN LIGHT FLOODS THE ROOM,
AWAKENING ME. I’M MESMERIZED BY THE
BIRDS HOPPING BETWEEN TREE BRANCHES
AS I PEEK OUT OF THE DUVET. ”

A pink dusk sweeps the sky as we venture A shopping spree downtown and a stroll
out on the town. What starts off as a alongside picturesque Gore Creek fills
brisk walk soon evolves into a bar crawl the morning. Everything within town is
beginning with moscow mules at La Nonna easy walking distance from our home.
and ending with several spicy margaritas a Come afternoon we pack up, wanting to
block over at El Segundo. We’re enveloped make an offer on a remaining share of the
in the buzzing après-ski (minus the ski). Pacaso property, and make our way to the
We land at Lancelot, a steakhouse and local Four Seasons Resort and Residences Vail.
favorite, for delicious comfort food from
roasted cauliflower to maple glazed salmon. The hotel’s stunning guest rooms and suites
intermingle with 22 private residences
Golden light floods the room, awakening equipped with hot tubs, stocked bars, and
me. I’m mesmerized by the birds hopping magnificent mountain-views. We are greeted
between tree branches as I peek out by champagne and strawberries upon arrival
of the duvet. I am lured downstairs by to our suite, the perfect afternoon snack to
the scent of breakfast wafting up the accompany my entrancing balcony-view of
stairwell, soon to be enjoyed by the fire. skiers and boarders flying down the mountain.
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A knock on the door–ah yes, my favorite sound. The indisputably wonderful
thing about room service is being able to devour a plate of s’mores waffles in
nothing but a bathrobe without people giving you a “look.” I pour a copper
pot of the resort’s renowned Haut Chocolate over a fluffy marshmallow,
plunging it into the pool of chocolate shavings in my cup. I nod out of my
food-coma when Vail Sports arrives for our in-room ski fittings, a far
more convenient alternative to trudging through the snow for rentals.
We walk off breakfast in the village and suit up at the Four Seasons Ski
Concierge; there’s nothing left to do but beeline straight for Gondola One.

Haut Chocolat at Four Seasons Vail

out a charcuterie plate to graze on while
lounging in an irresistibly soft Tibetan
lambskin chair, as my friend Ottocina and I
play a game of backgammon. I make myself
a cup of tea, then draw a bubble bath in the
egg-shaped soaking tub. I feel right at home.

Four Seasons Vail

I sip a St. Germain elixir, awaiting an array of
appetizers. The first to arrive is the 7X Ranch
Wagyu Beef Fat Candle, a show for the eyes and
taste buds. Chef Marcus Stewart’s signature
is torched and melted down accompanied by
huckleberry jam and spiced salt, which I promptly
mop up with steaming butter rolls. I continue
the play on sweet and salty with the Charred Fall
Squash soup, with hints of asian pear, sage, and
mole marshmallow atop. Our starters are swapped
for a seafood feast consisting of Crispy Tempura
Ahi Rolls, Pan Seared Scallops with dashi butter,
and Seared Halibut. We end on a sweet note, the
favorite dessert of the evening being the Goat
Cheese Cheesecake with fig ice cream and pistachio
crumble–or as I like to call it, a cheese boardturns-dessert. We sip tea by the outdoor fire pits
until slumbering in preparation for a day of skiing.

I stand before the mountain in awe–a force to be reckoned with to say the
least. Boasting a long season and endless terrain including seven back
bowls, one could ski or board for weeks and only discover a fraction of the
mountain. A picturesque ride through the aspens takes us to chairlift 14,
bringing us to the summit. I stand before a panorama of landscape dotted
with pines and nothing but a sheer drop below me. The scene takes my breath
away–literally and figuratively. After all, we’ve reached eleven-thousand feet.
I click into my skis, preparing myself physically and mentally to plunge,
adrenaline rising. I look both ways, a pause of hesitation. I dial back in and
thrust myself downward, the cool air skimming my face, sunshine sparkling
through the trees. I glide through the powder, an ethereal groove overtaking
my body–there’s no feeling like it. I suppose it’s all downhill from here.
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